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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As the mass administration of COVID-19 jabs continue worldwide, we’re beginning to see some of

the more common side effects emerging. Myocarditis, or inOammation of the heart muscle, is

among them. This condition can cause symptoms similar to a heart attack, including chest pain,

shortness of breath, abnormal heartbeat and fatigue.

A large study from Israel  revealed that the P"zer COVID-19 mRNA jab is associated with a

threefold increased risk of myocarditis,  leading to the condition at a rate of one to "ve excess

events per 100,000 persons.  Other elevated risks were also identi"ed following the COVID jab,

including lymphadenopathy (swollen lymph nodes), appendicitis and herpes zoster infection.

P/zer COVID Jab Poses Risk to the Heart

The real-world case-control study from Israel included a mean of 884,828 people aged 16 years and

older in each of two groups: one vaccinated and one control.  The increased risk of myocarditis was

clear, with researchers noting:

“The risk appears to be highest among young men. We found that the risk of myocarditis

increased by a factor of three after vaccination, which translated to approximately 3 excess

events per 100,000 persons; the 95% conEdence interval indicated that values between 1

and 5 excess events per 100,000 persons were compatible with our data.

Among the 21 persons with myocarditis in the vaccinated group, the median age was 25

years (interquartile range, 20 to 34), and 90.9% were male.”

When myocarditis occurs, it reduces your heart’s ability to pump and can cause rapid or abnormal

heart rhythms that can be deadly. In severe cases, myocarditis can cause permanent damage to the

heart muscle and lead to heart failure, heart attack, stroke and sudden cardiac death.  In August

2021, New Zealand reported the death of a woman following P"zer’s COVID-19 jab, which they

believe was due to vaccine-induced myocarditis.

The death prompted the Ministry of Health to issue a statement to ensure “health care

professionals and consumers remain vigilant and are aware of the signs of myocarditis and

pericarditis” following the jab.

A number of studies have now found a connection between COVID-19 jabs and myocarditis. In a

September-October 2021 case report with literature review, it was concluded that “the outcomes of

this case scenario con"rm myocarditis as a probable complication of COVID-19 vaccines.”

Another study from Israel detailed myocarditis following P"zer’s COVID-19 jab in six male patients

with a median age of 23 years.

A similar study published in Pediatrics  reported seven cases of acute myocarditis or

myopericarditis in otherwise healthy adolescent males. Each had experienced chest pain within

four days of receiving the second dose of P"zer’s COVID-19 jab. Data published in JAMA

Cardiology  by physicians from the Navy, Army and Air Force also revealed a higher-than-expected

rate of myocarditis in U.S. military personnel who received a COVID-19 jab.

Dr. Charles Hoffe, a family physician from Lytton, British Columbia, told health odcials that his

patients were suffering adverse effects from the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, including

myocarditis.  About his young, male patients, Hoffe explained, “They have permanently damaged

hearts.”:

“It doesn’t matter how mild it is, they will not be able to do what they used to do because

heart muscle doesn’t regenerate. The long-term outlook is very grim, and with each

successive shot, it will add more damage. The damage is cumulative because you’re

progressively getting more damaged capillaries.”

O@cials Advise Against Vaccination of 12- to 15-Year-Olds

Due to the risk of myocarditis, Britain’s Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI)

recommended against COVID-9 injections for healthy 12- to 15-year-olds. JCVI member Adam Finn

told Reuters:

“… the number of serious cases that we see of COVID in children this age are really very

small. There are uncertainties about the long-term implications of (myocarditis), and that

makes the risk-beneEt balance for these children really quite tight and much tighter than

we would be comfortable to make the recommendation."

In the U.S., the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is also investigating myocarditis

and pericarditis, which is inOammation of the outer lining of the heart, following mRNA COVID-19

jabs, stating that more than 1,000 cases have been reported to the Vaccine Adverse Event

Reporting System (VAERS) since April 2021.  According to the CDC:

“As of August 25, 2021, VAERS has received 1,377 reports of myocarditis or pericarditis

among people ages 30 and younger who received COVID-19 vaccine ...

Most cases have been reported after mRNA COVID-19 vaccination (PEzer-BioNTech or

Moderna), particularly in male adolescents and young adults. Through follow-up, including

medical record reviews, CDC and FDA have conErmed 798 reports of myocarditis or

pericarditis. CDC and its partners are investigating these reports to assess whether there is

a relationship to COVID-19 vaccination.”

Despite the risk, the CDC is still advising children aged 12 and older to get the jab, and August 23,

2021, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted full approval to P"zer’s COVID-19 mRNA

injection, now sold under the brand name Comirnaty, for people aged 16 and older.

FDA Lists Myocarditis on Jab’s Prescribing Information

The injection’s approval represents the fastest approval in history,  granted less than four months

after P"zer "led for licensing May 7, 2021.  It’s also based on only up to six months’ worth of data

from 44,060 people aged 16 and older.  Half of them got the shots and half initially received a

placebo.

However, in the second week of December 2020, P"zer unblinded the control group and 93% of

controls opted to get the real injection rather than remain in the control group for the remainder of

the trial, which is slated to continue for another two years. In their prescribing information, the risk

of heart inOammation is acknowledged. As reported by STAT News:

“The FDA’s prescribing information for the vaccine includes its associated risk of

myocarditis and pericarditis, two types of heart inaammation that have appeared rarely

among people who’ve received the mRNA vaccines, mostly within seven days after the

second shot, health obcials said.

Men under 40 appear to be at higher risk than women and older men, with the highest

observed risk in boys age 12 to 17.”

Further, in its approval letter for Comirnaty, the FDA orders P"zer to conduct research to investigate

the risk of inOammation in and around the heart, as voluntary reporting mechanisms are

insudcient.

The FDA accepted P"zer’s suggested timetable for the post-approval study to evaluate incidence of

heart and heart sack inOammation, which includes the submission of an interim report at the end of

October 2023, a study completion date of June 30, 2025, and submission of a "nal report October

31, 2025.

Spike Protein in the Jab Is InQammatory

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology,  has been

bravely warning of the dangers of COVID-19 jabs, in part due to the spike protein they contain.

In its native form in SARS-CoV-2, the spike protein is responsible for the pathologies of the viral

infection, and in its wild form it’s known to open the blood-brain barrier, cause cell damage

(cytotoxicity) and, Malone said, “is active in manipulating the biology of the cells that coat the

inside of your blood vessels — vascular endothelial cells, in part through its interaction with ACE2,

which controls contraction in the blood vessels, blood pressure and other things.”

Malone is well aware of the actions of spike protein, as he worked to identify an effective drug that

worked by blocking the action of the COX-2 enzyme, which is a key inOammatory enzyme. In one of

his papers, he laid out how the spike protein and another protein in the virus directly turn on COX-2

promoter in infected cells.

This awareness of the spike protein as a biologically active protein made him alert the FDA in fall

2020 about the associated risks. His FDA colleagues transferred his concerns to the FDA’s review

branch, which dismissed his concerns, saying they did not believe the spike protein was biologically

active and there wasn’t enough documentation otherwise. As history now reveals, they proceeded

with the EUA.

It’s since been revealed, however, that the spike protein on its own is enough to cause inOammation

and damage to the vascular system, even independent of a virus.  Blood clots are another serious

concern related to the spike protein. According to Hoffe:

“[It] becomes part of the cell wall of your vascular endothelium, which means that these

cells, which line your blood vessels, which are supposed to be smooth so that your blood

aows smoothly now have these little spiky bits sticking out.

So it is absolutely inevitable that blood clots will form, because your blood platelets

circulate around in your vessels and the purpose of blood platelets is to detect a damaged

vessel and block that damage when it starts bleeding.

So when a platelet comes through a capillary and suddenly hits all these covid spikes that

are jutting into the inside vessel … blood clots will form to block that vessel. That’s how

platelets work.”

Hoffe has been conducting the D-dimer test on his patients within four to seven days of them

receiving a COVID-19 injection and found that 62% have evidence of clotting.

Because of the risk of the formation of blood clots in your vessels, Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi,  a retired

professor, microbiologist and infectious disease and immunology specialist who, along with several

other doctors and scientists, formed Doctors for COVID Ethics, went so far as to say that giving the

COVID-19 injection to children is a crime: “Do not give it to children because they have absolutely

no possibility to defend themselves, if you give it to your child you are committing a crime.”

As mentioned, due to myocarditis risks in youth, Great Britain’s JCVI is also taking a precautionary

approach for COVID-19 injections among 12- to 15-year-olds. Wei Shen Lim, COVID-19 chair for

JCVI, stated, “The margin of bene"t is considered too small to support universal Covid-19

vaccination for this age group at this time.”

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signi"cant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speci"cally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proli"c censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,706 ratings

ORDER NOW
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I found this interview of a U.K. funeral director through Mark Crispin Miller, who says: "When will people wake up?": Funeral director

blows the whistle on last year's FAKE "pandemic," and this year's REAL plague of "vaccine" deaths, all called "Delta" cases

(MUST-SEE/SHARE). markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/when-will-people-wake-up-funeral  >>The original interview is here (apologies

if anyone has already posted this to this forum): MUST WATCH!!! FUNERAL DIRECTOR JOHN O'LOONEY BLOWS THE WHISTLE ON

COVID www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU  [There's always the question of how legitimate an interview like this is, but the feeling I

get is that it's genuine.  If others have other information, please share.]
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Here are Mark Crispin Miller's notes on the video interview: These are my rough notes, taken as I watched this searing video. >

The number of "COVID deaths" was systematically inOated throughout 2020, by calling deaths by cancer, heart attack, car

accident, etc. all "deaths by COVID." There was no unusual spike in deaths.  > BBC deliberately staged fear-propaganda.  >

Elderly in care homes euthanized with Midazolam.  > Death rate SOARED with the rollout of the "vaccination" drive, now

including all ages. "I've never seen anything like it.... It was just awful."  Lasted through April; then months of the "quietest"

period he'd ever seen—followed by another surge of deaths "of all kinds," among all ages. ALL "fully vaccinated."  > BBC et al.

won't talk to him  > "Delta variant" is widely regarded in the NHS as a "vaccine" . injury, deliberately misreported as COVID.  

> They're jabbing children, inventing new "variants" to keep everyone afraid; and children will be dying from the shots, but they'll

all be misreported as due to those new "variants."  > Funeral directors with integrity are frightened. knowing that they will be

silenced if they dare speak out  > This is a depopulation drive, carried out by killing people outright, and by sterilizing children.  >

Despite the shattering of the economy, the state has built massive new prison complexes, large enough to hold 30,000 people.

They include crematoria and mortuaries.
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Darzoum the day I too watched the John O'Looney interview I took my self to the Southampton Central Police Station and, using

the evidence of that interview I "led a charge of murder against the NHS. Later I added the report of: Oregon Senators File

Formal Grand Jury Petition Calling for investigation into CDC's Willful Misconduct to Hyper-inOate COVID-19 Data Following

Federal Law Violations standforhealthfreedom.com/press-release/or-senators-grand-jury-petitio..   which also contains the very

useful links to the primary legal documents which set out a clear time frame for the exact same information that O'Looney also

relates to. Odcial Letter from Sen. Thatcher and Sen. Linthicum (PDF)  

standforhealthfreedom.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Cover-Letter-To-U..  

Formal Petition & Synopsis (PDF) standforhealthfreedom.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Exhibit-A-Formal-..  ~ COVID-19:

Restoring Public Trust During A Global Health Crisis (PDF)

standforhealthfreedom.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/2-COVID-19-Restor..  ~ COVID-19 Data Collection, Comorbidity &

Federal Law: A Historical Retrospective (PDF) standforhealthfreedom.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/2-2020-COVID-Data..

 Later I was informed by linkedin that 18 others had linked to my personal pro"le; which tells me they were impressed with my

actions. Again, here in the UK we have a fully professional police force entirely independent of outside inOuence, and I have

every con"dence they will fully investigate. The truth will out.
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Thank you David and ChrisColes, strong evidence of the corruption that fuels the phony pandemic. It seems that Americans

have gotten used to lies, they are hypnotized by government propaganda most people no longer even expect them to be honest

with us. One of the last true investigative reporters left in the industry is Lara Logan, and during a recent episode of "Tucker

Carlson Tonight," which she featured as a guest, she revealed what no other outlet has reported: The Biden regime ordered that

a The federal agency will take care of worker safety to lie about injuries caused by the COVID vaccine so that the White House

can continue to push the narrative that 'only with the vaccine can we get back to normal'.

Joe Biden told OSHA to begin withholding information from the public to promote the COVID vaccine. "" Until this summer,

OSHA required employers to keep records of any worker who suffered a serious side effect from the vaccine. Then, in June,

OSHA's guidance suddenly changed to this appointment, OSHA will not enforce federal recordkeeping requirements that require

any employer to record worker side effects from COVID-19 vaccination. That was a major change, especially since we are still

learning a lot about these vaccines and their possible side effects, "Logan noted.

www.foxnews.com/transcript/tucker-carlson-tonight-on-biden-working-wit..  

Covid-19 injections continue to be pushed as the only solution to the pandemic, even as “breakthrough” infections increasingly

occur. But a group of Japanese researchers have released a scienti"c study showing that the SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant “is

poised to acquire complete resistance” to the existing vaccines.

humansarefree.com/2021/09/covid-19-vaccines-will-cause-vaccine-induced..  (September 16, 2021)
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Study: P/zer Vaccine Increases Myocarditis Threefold
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

A large study from Israel revealed that the P"zer COVID-19 mRNA jab is associated with a

threefold increased risk of myocarditis, leading to the condition at a rate of one to "ve events

per 100,000 persons

'

Other elevated risks were also identi"ed following the COVID jab, including lymphadenopathy

(swollen lymph nodes), appendicitis and herpes zoster infection

'

When myocarditis occurs, it reduces your heart’s ability to pump and can cause rapid or

abnormal heart rhythms that can be deadly

'

In severe cases, myocarditis can cause permanent damage to the heart muscle and lead to heart failure, heart attack, stroke and sudden cardiac

death; in August 2021, New Zealand reported the death of a woman following P"zer’s COVID-19 jab, which they believe was due to vaccine-induced

myocarditis

'

Due to the risk of myocarditis, Britain’s Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI) recommended against COVID-9 injections for

healthy 12- to 15-year-olds

'
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The funeral director video has appeared on various non-mainstream sites, including rumble.com, Darzoum.  I think it was

Leahoz who "rst posted the link here on 16th of this month.  At least one family member who lives at the other end of the UK

has seen it.  I guess  funeral directors are in a unique position in that they have information not available to the rest of us.  I have

checked the location on Google maps and the business appears genuine.

Of course anyone with suspicions of premeditated murder or crime already committed is duty bound to report it to the police.

Ideally this should have been done by the Funeral Director at Milton Keynes as soon as he sensed something was not right (?)  

But then only little people are deemed capable of murder.   Organisations or drug companies may kill with impunity.  Hopefully

the police will be able to TRACK AND TRACE the speci"c individuals who signed the death certi"cates and have them arrested

and charged.  Your faith in the UK Police is touching, Chris. I do hope they can do the job they are paid to do without hindrance.

Details as follows: - Milton Keynes Family Funeral Services https://www.mkffs.co.uk/  ~ John O'Looney's direct email:

john@mkffs.co.uk ~ Please mirror/share this video everywhere http://thecrowhouse.com  ~ BitChute

www.bitchute.com/.../TheCrowhouse  ~ Odysee: odysee.com/@thecrowhouse:2
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This video is excellent and validates what I have been saying for the past 18 months. This man is a genuine hero and so

courageous. I have sent it far and wide; on Facebook and among my many friends.
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* “It doesn’t matter how mild it is, they will not be able to do what they used to do because heart muscle doesn’t regenerate. The

long-term outlook is very grim, and with each successive shot, it will add more damage. The damage is cumulative because

you’re progressively getting more damaged capillaries.” *  What? Me Worry?
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David; this current situation may be a "mystery" to the masses; although, it's clear as crystal to me. This is the END GAME - and

all chips are in...Yes; it really is that simple!
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I watched this a few days ago and boy oh boy, what a moving video it is. Everyone, and I mean EVERYONE needs to listen to this.

I wanted to cry and yell at the same time.
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www.brasscheck.com/.../the-truth-about-venting   Another searing discussion on the nature of the ventilation process.   Early

treatment would avoid this nightmare for most.
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Senator Warren's fear of Covid-19 is a remarkable thing.  Fear has turned her from one of corporate America's biggest enemies into

one of their biggest friends, and she has no idea.  I would be disappointed in her, but that happened a long time ago when she allowed

herself to be manipulated by the Democrat false Oags in the Bernie campaign. I'm still scratching my head over this.  Is there really not

one single soul in Washington who realizes the harm being done by Big Pharma? Amazing.
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That's not how I am reading Warren.  She has never been the person she is trying to appear to be.  Like Bernie, she is a

propaganda shill for whatever the Democrat party wants you to think they are, but in reality she is loyal to whatever Agenda the

Dem power base demands of her. In other words, she is a complete phony.  One way she showed that is that when the DNC

decided that BLM while being White equals Bad and Inferior, she, a blonde blue-eyed person, decided to present herself as

indigenous American (Trump jokingly referred to her as Pocahontas), although she has no indigenous blood in her (or such a

tiny fraction of only 1% as to make her less "native American" than 99% of Americans.  She is even selling her own Native

American cookbook (for $ hundreds) which contains recipes requiring "re"ned white Oour!"  

It is my guess she has no fear of Covid-19 whatsoever, just like all the other members of the political Elite, who know that what

they are pushing is a phony political Agenda and, amongst themselves, are probably laughing like hell about the unwashed

masses who are blindly falling into this fear-mongering trap.
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>>>She is even selling her own Native American cookbook (for $ hundreds) which contains recipes requiring "re"ned white

Oour!"  That proves that native Americans have re"ned taste. . .
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The vaccines are kill shots and that is their purpose and nothing else: Vaccines Are Kill Shots and now they are putting them in kids

from 6 months old up: Dangers of Booster Shots and COVID-19 ‘Vaccines’: Boosting Blood Clots and Leaky Vessels. New discoveries

in the immunology of SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 vaccines. What happens inside your body after injection with gene-based COVID-19

vaccines? How does this new ‘vaccination’ technology differ from usual vaccination methods, and why is that dangerous?

In this document, we answer all those questions and more, based on the latest and best available science. We explain how several

papers in 2021 signi"cantly advanced our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 immunity, and therefore the science and safety of COVID-19

vaccines. Unfortunately, as the COVID-19 vaccination programme has followed a policy of ‘vaccinate "rst – research later’, our

understanding of SARS-CoV-2 immunity has only recently caught up with the rushed vaccination schedule.

Given that no clinical trials involved more than two injections of any vaccine, it is important that doctors and patients understand

where the latest science leaves us in terms of how the vaccines interact with the immune system, and the implications for booster

shots. We explain here that booster shots are uniquely dangerous, in a way that is unprecedented in the history of vaccines. That is

because repeatedly boosting the immune response will repeatedly boost the intensity of self-to-self attack.

Please take the time to read this important information, and share. The "ndings are presented in summary form for those who would

like an overview, followed by an explanation of the underlying immunology for those who wish to understand in more detail.

doctors4covidethics.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Vaccine-immune-inte..
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Thank you Richard.
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Thanks. I haven't read the linked doc yet, but I have recently seen some account that your hypothesis that "boosters are uniquely

dangerous" may be true. I pasted some text below (deepL translated from French) and the link to the original article, which

further contains a link to the original German letter. Germany: 10% serious adverse events reported following 3rd dose. At a

time when various countries are launching massive campaigns to administer "boosters", a circular from the Rhineland Chamber

of Physicians is sounding the alarm. It reports serious complications, including one death, following injections of a third dose of

vaccine in a subsidized institution.

The statement, dated September 7 and described by its authors as "brief but important", is addressed to the members of the

Nordrhein Chamber of Physicians. It reports that out of 90 booster injections performed in a social institution subsidized by the

ASB (editor's note: an equivalent of the German Red Cross), 9 cases of serious complications, mainly cardio-pulmonary, were

observed. Among them: one death and two patients admitted to intensive care. These events have been noti"ed to different

health institutions and investigations are ongoing, say the two doctors.

In the absence of an odcial authorization from the European Medicines Agency (EMA) for these boosters or of an odcial

recommendation from the SITKO (German commission responsible for the vaccine), the authors invite their colleagues to

"decide in their capacity as physicians whether it is not preferable to wait" for these recommendations and authorizations, or

whether it is urgent and essential to administer this 3rd dose. It should be noted that the text does not specify which vaccines

were (re)injected, and does not give any details (age, health status...) on the patients concerned by these severe adverse

events. www.covidhub.ch/allemagne-10-deffets-graves-signales-suite-a-la-3e-dos..  (covidhub.ch is worth returning to)
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Well, about Sen. Warren, it’s only a matter of time before Rand Paul gets a hold of her in court. Didn’t know elected odcials can screw

with the public like she is you. I love my government, I don’t like folks like her running it, more like ruining it. For the record, Elizabeth

Warren isn’t a blood Warren, and only a Warren through marriage. Being a “Warren,” myself, I can say we are not Democrats. We

Warrens have stood for God and freedom since the days of Moses, not this socialist *** going on today.

Tired of that beotch dragging my good name through the mud. Wish her Warren husband would divorce her ass. I fought in two

conOicts, where was she? I didn’t see her there! Didn’t even see her Oapping her gums about my brother's efforts. Pocahontas, really?

Warrens are descendants of Merovingians and Jesus. We were friends with the Sioux and most indigenous peoples. Besides

Pocahontas was a hottie, so I fail to see any family resemblance. We Warrens also believe in proper health, so Sen. Warren is not a

Warren on the note of health. To be a Warren You are not a big fan of pork, chicken or alcohol because you are B rh Neg. You eat lamb

and beef and veggies, like the Spanish and the Basques or people of the Mediterranean. Anything else makes ya sick, to include

modern democratic politics.

We hate liars and thieves. Folks like the senator were the ones who cruci"ed a warrior and called him a martyr. Sure he’s liking that

one! “Forgive them father for they know not what they do.” Bullshit, they knew, and he’s coming for them, like a thief in the night, they

won’t know what hit’em. Just keep praying… There is light in the world, only God has perfect timing so it’s going to be a good one.
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Talking politics is an exercise in futility...After 20 yrs of bloody MidEast murder and $8Trillion dollars pissed into the wind, anyone

thinks that terror threat was real probably still does and is a moron...Same with covid paranoia designed also to strike at neurotic

ego-locked self-involved masses..The deep state elites along with the media they own just pulled another fast one..what appears

stupid and illogical is a clever manipulation, preplanned and amply rewarded..a done deal/a dirty deed done...Seize your sovereignty

and send the posers and zombies ta hell, or join the walking dead.
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Forbidden - Did you see this recent summary from Dr Sircus? drsircus.com/.../you-dont-want-to-know-whats-coming
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It is unconscionable that the president would on a whim order all working Americans to receive this preparation. BTW, there are

several missing references. Please try to ensure completeness in the future.
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"Some kind of inOammatory response..." says Dr. Greg Poland of the Mayo Covid Vaccine Research Group. Duh! He got tinnitus from

the jab. Can we just say it's ALL inOammatory? Is this what constitutes protection???? More than 10,000 Americans have reported

tinnitus as a possible side effect of the COVID-19 vaccine, and some are now questioning why the FDA and CDC are not taking a

deeper look into their claims about hearing problems. rumble.com/vmnfu2-unheard-concerns-thousands-blame-covid-19-vaccine-fo..
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Suddenly on free-to-air TV in Australia is an ad re shingles, essentially saying it's recurrence of dormant chicken pox. Just a

lovely pre-emptive deception by our govt, so once people start getting it in droves they won't attribute it to their vaccine...
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JoPeck,  I am so sorry to hear about your friends son as I have been hearing/reading reports of too many young people getting heart

damage after the shot.  I came across Dr Katz and his niacin with melatonin protocol which apparently is helping many overcome

vaccine damage and long hauler syndrome.  I am doing it myself because I had covid a year ago and then got a weird Ou last week.

https://niacincurescovid.com/   It does take "nding what Dr Katz calls the "sweet spot" where you do not get a niacin Oush.  He has a

long video on  the science and it is all backed with studies that is linked on Dr Katz facebook page.  I am not on the other social media

platforms he uses, but there are links to those on the naicincurescovid website. I also have read where pine needle tea and NAC,

N-Acetyl Cysteine, is helpful as well so you can look into those. Best to you and your friend!
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I don’t understand why people are still getting these jabs. People need to wake up so this nightmare will be over. We just want to live

our lives in peace. We don’t bother anyone. We mind our own business. This needs to be stopped ASAP
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PART 1 Federal Govt HHS Whistleblower Goes Public With Secret Recordings  Vaccine is Full of Sh t  [for myocarditis]

www.youtube.com/watch    [watch before it's memory holed/deleted from YT]
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So our choices are: 1) Get the shots, which give you the spike protein which could give you COVID without being infected and/or give

you a heart attack. OR 2) Don't get the shot, and live your life relatively healthily. That's a tough one.
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Don't get the shot and be jobless!!
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Niki121....Yeah don't get the vax and be jobless and if the vax becomes mandated and the currency is digitized, also may

become penniless
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Shimabukuro T. (2021, June 23-25). COVID-19 Vaccine Safety Updates. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Advisory

Committee for Immunization Practices. [ACIP Workgroup Presentation] ACIP Meeting. Atlanta, GA, United States. This slide show has

the graphs comparing the very high number of observed cases of myocarditis to the low number of expected, as well as the extremely

profound temporal cluster of heart problems post vaccination, and this are CDC slides. They were presented in the emergency meeting

where they spent more time talking about boosters than about the heart damage that the meeting was called to address.

www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/meetings/downloads/slides-2021-06/03-COVID
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August 30th, 2021 - SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccination-Associated Myocarditis in Children - Ages 12-17: A Strati"ed National Database

Analysis - Authors: Tracy Beth Høeg MD, PhD: We, like the CDC, used a 120-day COVID-19 hospitalization rate as a meaningful

comparator to vaccination-related harms, but this type of harm-bene"t analysis does not take into account any bene"ts the vaccine

provides against transmission to others, long-term COVID-19 disease risk or protection from non-severe COVID-19 symptoms. With

this in mind, the risk of CAE for a boy receiving his second dose of the vaccine is 2 to 6 times higher than the 120-day risk of

hospitalization in boys 12-17 without underlying medical conditions.

For boys with medical comorbidities, the 120-day COVID hospitalization rates are slightly higher than their rate of CAE if not adjusting

for possible 40% overestimate of hospitalization rates [9,13,14], in which case the rate of CAE would be slightly higher than 120-day

hospitalization [Figures 6 and 7]. Our report found post-vaccination CAE rates following dose two of 162.2 and 94.0/million for boys

12-15 and 16-17, respectively. For boys with no underlying health conditions, the chance of either CAE, or hospitalization for CAE, after

their second dose of mRNA vaccination are considerably higher than their 120-day risk of COVID-19 hospitalization, even at times of

peak disease prevalence.
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According to one recent research paper, the incidence of myocarditis equals between 10 to 20 persons per 100,000 worldwide. The

authors from the University of California, Riverside, suggest that a majority of these patients are young and healthy.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../NBK459259
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trialsitenews.com/university-of-ottawa-heart-institute-retrospective-s..  ~ www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.09.13.21262182v1.full
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University of Ottawa Heart Institute Retrospective Study Finds 1 in 1,000 mRNA Vaccinations Leads to Myopericarditis. A research

team from the University of Ottawa Heart Institute in Canada recently concluded and uploaded study results investigating the

relationship between mRNA COVID-19 vaccinations (P"zer-BioNTech and Moderna) and heart-related conditions of

myocarditis/pericarditis diagnosis over a two-month period from June 1, 2021, to July 31, 2021.

A prospective study, the Ottawa-based study team, studied the records of patients that received an mRNA vaccine within a month prior

to symptom presentation. The study subjects were admitted into the hospital with heart and chest-related symptoms. With data

obtained from the Public Health Agency of Ottawa, the study team was able to compare data sets, declaring that this study effort

represented the largest case series relating temporal relationship between mRNA COVID vaccination, symptoms, and "ndings. Study

subjects were patients at the Heart Institute. Summarizing the study results, the study authors found that among the subjects,

typically, symptom onset commenced during the "rst few days post-vaccination.
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The added Polysorbate 80 in the Johnson & Johnson and PEG in both the mRNA injections would put me off. I personally have had a

bad experience with the Polysorbate 80 when I accidentally ingested it because it was an additive in cream that I added to my coffee. I

ended up in bed with horrible body and chest pain, to the point I thought I was having a heart attack. Polysorbate 80 is in many food

items, now, as well as being added to more and more vaccines and other pharmaceutical meds.
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They're trying to mass vaccinate using salad:  www.study"nds.org/vaccines-salad-growing-plants
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Just to add some info to the article: JVCI wouldn't recommend the vaccines to 12 to 15 year olds, but the UK ignored 'the science' and

is currently jabbing that age group, allowing the children to make their own decisions on whether to have them or not. In the same

schools where they can't dose them with even an aspirin without parental permission.
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www.facebook.com/.../4974283635920936 See what Sir Christopher Chope says in UK..................Please share

hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2021-09-10/debates/9DC43CAE-0728-4000-8A.. .. YES yes yes watch the MUST WATCH!!!

FUNERAL DIRECTOR JOHN O'LOONEY BLOWS THE WHISTLE ON COVID Brilliant
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This morning in Aust it was reported  P"zer is applying for Emergency Authorisation for 5-11 year olds in the US:

 www.abc.net.au/news/2021-09-21/p"zer-covid-19-vaccine-5-to-11-year-ol..   And just now it's been reported Aust's Health Minister,

Greg Hunt, is asking P"zer to apply for regulatory approval here:

www.abc.net.au/news/2021-09-21/greg-hunt-p"zer-covid-vaccine-under-12..  "I encourage and invite P"zer to submit a parallel

application to the TGA [Therapeutic Goods Administration] for Australian regulatory approval at the earliest possible time." On what

safety data, I ask???
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PFIZZER FALLS FLAT - Mom: So how do you like that new PFIZZER Cola? Son: It's crap. It's Oat as soon as I open the bottle. Daughter: I

swear, it goes Oat in the fridge. Son: And I think it's giving me heartburn. Dad: What about that MOD Cola I picked up last week?

Daughter: Same old, same old! Like, it's just called MOD for marketing. Son: It's as lame as that generic AST-RISK AST-RISK Cola.

Nobody wants to know what that tastes like. Dad: You kids shouldn't be drinking so much cola anyway. It's full of sugar - and it's not

even real sugar. And the other ingredients are all corporate-secret. God only knows what's in there and she's not talking. Mom: You

should be happy with sunshine and OJ - liquid sunshine. That's what you need to be healthy. Son: But, Mom, there is no scienti"c

evidence that orange juice is healthy, and we know sunshine causes cancer.

To your health, tracy

The pun is mightier than the swear word.
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Well, I see that people are left permanently injured from these vaccines - apart from literal act of God in a miracle. Miracle working

power is my scienti"c "eld of study. To me, it is absolute science. To others miracle working power is a "hit and miss" so to them it is a

superstitious "up for grabs" unknown. The Lord said know the truth as His disciple and it will make you free.

One way to be free is to see the hierarchal nature of the NWO and all its demands for surrender of individuality and the ability of reason

and free will decision making power. It is a dictatorial communist collective spirit. There is a "God-complex" in ppl "ruling over" others.

There is Stockhom Syndrome" in the collapse "under" peer pressure to be ruled over to "be part of the collective". There is departure

from the enlightenment of reason and logic to join the cult to engage in blind groupthink : enraged at those who do not accede to the

groupthink.

This is the spirit of Lucifer at work. Start understanding spiritual power at work. Start understanding that God set both the "rst man

and "rst woman in fully autonomous individual dominion through the strength of direct personal relationship with Him by the power of

His indwelling Holy Spirit as His children. Autonomous individual dominion in direct personal relationship with God by the indwelling

Holy Spirit that respects the same dominion in both male and female is the foundation of restoration. That restoration "appears like"

miraculous healing. It is really the return to normal.

I will come minister the real return to the normal of the born again. It just looks like miracle working power. It's restoration of the "rst

dominion. Perhaps now persons will not be so quick to try to force me under manmade hierarchy and respect my individuality. My

dominion.That is power of what appears to them to be miracle working power. But is normal to me. The new normal. The Kingdom

come on earth as in Heaven.
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. . .speaking of autonomy. . .based on reading, narcissists cannot stand the autonomy of others.  My take after years of pacing

the Ooor: The narcissist has a blind spot- they see only two ways- I am either God [total control] OR I am nothing.  Any loss of

control means annihilation.  If the good guys exist, with autonomy, it means the bad guys are no longer God. . .the blind spot

makes them "see" this way. If the good "ght back, this is misconstrued as trying to be God- we want to turn them into nothing!

 So they must "ght back by turning us into nothing!  To them, being alive means to be God, they cannot see the absurdity- due to

the blind spot.

It's all based on zero sum- the gain of one comes at the expense of the other.  Pro"ts come from underpaying workers- like a

see-saw, one end goes up, the other must go down.  Marx's labor theory of value. The book Beyond Freedom and Dignity [BF

Skinner, 1969] was paid for by a federal NIH grant, around $2.5 million in today's dollars. Seething with envious hatred for. .

.autonomous man.  So that is the war- autonomy vs [pathological] narcissism. There are two kinds, they "think"- The God people

[them], and the deplorables [the rest of the world, the regular people]
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A friends son was vaccinated so that he could play in his sports!  Now this 15 year old 'world class' athlete is having breathing issues..

while playing in tennis tournaments he has to stop periodically as he runs out of breath...anyone know of any natural protocols they

can try that might help?
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I think the boy needs to get tested for heart inOammation and/or damage, very important to know exactly what is going on,

otherwise recommending protocols is shooting in the dark.
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He just got back from the cardiologist.  18 year old world class tennis player, He had covid in April, got "rst shot of P"zer in

August, started having breathing issues 3-4 days afterwards.  Has not had second shot.  Cardiologist ran tests, concensus is

that he has periocarditis from vaccine... he's going to put him on prednesone for a week or 2, after the blood results come back.

 Then followup with an MRI once they get insurance approval.  Are there ANY natural protocols that might aid in his recovery?

 thank you for your input!!
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Research suggests some promising therapeutic agents to consider with your treatment provider: Resveratrol, Curcumin, Green

Tea, Berberine, and Black Tea (Teas with no sugar or milk).

 www.researchgate.net/publication/51421334_Resveratrol_inhibits_EMMPRIN..  ~ pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28261097

 ~ www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8093865  ~ www.karger.com/.../447923  ~ "le.scirp.org/.../15-2603072_75022.htm  

These also all work generally on lowering NLRP3 (inOammation) as Pericarditis is another involving NLRP3 over activation

www.researchgate.net/publication/349531434_The_Role_of_NLRP3_InOammas..  Note that Exercise appears to have different

effects on NLRP3 inOammasome. Chronic exercise with moderate intensity signi"cantly reduced the expression of NLRP3 gene

and serum levels of IL-1β, IL-18 cytokines. However, In the case of chronic exercise with high intensity, a signi"cant increase in

expression of gene, NLRP3 and serum levels of IL-1β, IL-18 cytokines were observed so that suggests unfortunately to also

stick to only light or light-moderate rather than any high intensity exercises which worsen the issue until inOammation returns to

normal. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30991661
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I know someone who is suffering from large pericardial effusion and pleural effusion and serious heart Outters --  5 months after

vaccine this was diagnosed. But, the patient was extremely sick after the vaccine for weeks and has never felt the same again. The

condition was not discovered until the patient passed out cold for three minutes unable to be revived because the heart could not get

blood to the brain. Other signs of inOammation throughout body. Cardiologist will not treat with ablation because heart is too weak.

Legs and feet swelling. Bad cough. Looks like congestive heart failure but cardiologist is now washing hands of patient and referring

them to a rheumatologist for autoimmune treatment, which doesn't seem like a productive measure as the patient is in such bad

shape. This is a 75 year old women (my relative) Any suggestions for how to proceed, what to do?
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